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ngVLA for space geodesy

1 Executive Summary
The goal of the proposed research is to explore the feasibility of the use of planned network of
radio telescopes ngVLA for space geodesy as a complement to VLBI Global Observing Stations
(VGOS). This will be done through simulation. We will assess performance of such a network
for space geodesy applications under different observing modes.

2 Motivation
As part of its mandate as a national observatory, the National Radio Astronomy Observatory
(NRAO) is looking toward the longrange future of radio astronomy and fostering the long-term
growth of the U.S. and global astronomical community. Based on input solicited from the as-
tronomical community, the concept of the next generation very large array (ngVLA) is defined.
The array will consist of 244 18m antennas distributed quasi-randomly at all scales from 100m to
8860 km. The array will operate at the frequency range from 1.2 to 116 GHz.

The science objectives of the new instrument include astrophysics, heliophysics, solar system
exploration, space navigation, astrometry, cosmology and fundamental physics, but do not include
space geodesy. Although this instrument that is planned to start early science program in 2028
and achieve full operation in 2034 is not designed for space geodesy, the data flow generated
during observations under non-geodetic programs will, certainly, be useful for space geodesy.
This prompted us to investigate in detail to what extent ngVLA data can contribute to space
geodesy.

3 Introduction
3.1 ngVLA configuration

In order to optimize image fidelity, ngVLA sites are distributed highly non-uniformly (See Fig-
ure 1). The array has four levels of hierarchy. At the first level, ngVLA configuration resembles
the Very Long Baseline Array (VLBA) configuration (Petrov et al., 2009), although each ngVLA
site has multiple antennas. In case of Maunakea, HI and Saint Croix, VI additional antennas are
located at distances of hundreds of kilometers. There will be a GNSS receiver in the vicinity
of each antenna. Each ngVLA antenna will be equipped with a water vapor radiometer. The
long baseline part of the array consists of 30 antennas. The second level of hierarchy, spread
over Texas, Arizona, New Mexico, and northern Mexico, consists of 46 antennas at distances 36–
1000 km. The third level of the array hierarchy consists of 74 antennas at distances 1.3–73 km,
and the 4th level consists of 94 antennas at distances up to 1.3 km (Selina et al., 2018). The net-
work of 76 antennas of the 1st and 2nd levels, hereafter called an outer array is the main interest
for space geodesy. For comparison, in total, 57 antennas participate in geodetic VLBI observa-
tions in 2019. Therefore, the outer part of ngVLA will have more antennas than all existing
and planned geodetic VLBI sites combined.

3.2 Space geodesy from astronomy VLBI observations

Can astronomy VLBI observations be used for space geodesy? There are several factors that
adversely affects the accuracy of geodetic parameter estimates. Firstly, in the past, astronomy
observations selected the frequency allocation that covered the continuous band, while geodesy
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observations spread allocated frequencies over as wide bandwidth as possible. That affects the
uncertainties of group delay. For example, the formal uncertainty of group delay with signal to
noise ratio (SNR) 10 at the geodetic setup spread over 736 MHz spanned bandwidth used for
regular geodetic VLBI experiments dedicated for the Earth orientation parameter determination
is 53 ps. The uncertainty of group delay in astronomy experiment gc034a with the same SNR,
with the same recorded bit rate, but with different frequency allocation is 863 ps. Secondly,
the observing schedules of astronomy VLBI campaigns are not optimized for space geodesy,
and therefore, accuracy of site positions and the Earth orientation parameters will be somewhat
compromised. To what extent?

Petrov and Taylor (2011) have demonstrated that re-analysis of the astronomical program
VLBI Image and Polarimetry Survey (VIPS) at 5 GHz using the geodetic VLBI data analysis
pipeline provided precise astrometry with additional noise in quadrature 0.23 mas. Typical un-
certainty in positions of VLBA sites achieved over 11 hour long experiments was 4–5 mm in
horizontal and 25–30 mm vertical. These experiments used the frequency allocation spanned
over 494 MHz in order to calibrate for the polarization leakage. Accuracy of these results is only
∼ 50% below the level of accuracy of results under dedicated regular VLBA geodesy program
rdv (Petrov et al., 2009) made at approximately the same time with the same recorded bit rate.

We recently conducted two imaging VLBA experiments of the peculiar radiogalaxy 3C48
at 24 GHz. The frequency channels were allocated over 480 MHz spanned bandwidth. Each
experiment lasted 7 hours. Processing the experiments using the geodesy VLBI data analysis
pipeline provided the position uncertainty of VLBA stations at a level 2–3 mm in horizontal and
8–12 mm in vertical components; whereas estimates of X pole coordinate, Y pole coordinate and
UT1 had uncertainties 110, 150 µas, and 9 µsec respectively. These errors are a factor of 3 lower
than from 24 hour VLBA experiments dedicated for geodesy, but after re-scaling for the duration
of an experiment (

√
24/7 = 1.9), the differences are at a level of 50%.

These examples demonstrate that although geodetic scheduling algorithms provide superior
results, processing astronomy experiments via the geodetic pipeline can provide results with ac-
curacies that are only 50% lower than accuracies of results of dedicated VLBI experiments. We
should stress that usable space geodesy data from regular ngVLA astronomical observations
will be available for the geodetic community virtually for free, not counting efforts for their
analysis.

4 Problem statement
We will address the question to what extent ngVLA can be used for space geodesy. The goal of
our project is

• to investigate feasibility of using regular ngVLA data for geodetic applications as com-
mensal science mutually benefiting the geodetic and astronomy communities. In a typical
astronomical experiment bright sources are scheduled every 1–3 minutes for being used as
calibrators. The SNR of such observations is above 10. Analysis of group delays from
observations of bright calibrators in regular ngVLA astronomical experiments at 3,000
baselines of the outer array looks very promising for determination of the Earth orientation
parameters (EOPs), and establishing a precise reference frame.
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1)

2)

3) 4)

Figure 1: ngVLA array configuration at four levels of hierarchy. Multiple antennas located
at each site are not shown at levels 1 and 2. Reproduced from Selina et al. (2018).

• to assess what resources may be needed for achieving geodesy-grade results using
ngVLA. In particular, we propose to investigate requirements for GNSS receivers near
the stations, requirements for establishing local geodetic networks for GNSS–VLBI ties,
requirements for delay calibration, measurements of phase calibration, clock offsets, and
other factors that may not be essential for astronomy observations, but have to be accounted
carefully for obtaining high quality geodesy results. It is worth pointing out that by con-
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ducting this study before ngVLA is built there may be opportunities for modifications that
may substantially improve the capabilities for space geodesy.

• to investigate geodetic requirements of ngVLA. Astrometry is one of the key science
goals of the proposed instrument. We expect that precise astrometry at 86 GHz requires
sub-cm accuracy of instantaneous positions of array elements and we will evaluate these
requirements rigorously.

5 Proposed methodologies
We will be investigating quality of geodetic results using simulated ngVLA datasets from the
outer array. For this study we will ignore the inner array at the area of 73 km. Although recorded
bandwidth 20 GHz is planned for observations at high frequencies, we will use a more conser-
vative low limit 8 GHz of the recorded bandwidth for our work. Simple calculations based on
expected ngVLA sensitivity (Selina et al., 2018) that will be comparable to the VLBA sensitivity
show that when phase delay τph and group delay τgr are estimated over 8 GHz bandwidth, dual
polarization, the uncertainty of group delay is 5 ps, or 1 mm for observations with SNR=10. At
frequencies above 20 GHz, modeling the ionosphere contribution using Total Electron Contents
(TEC) maps derived from GNSS observations is adequate. At lower frequencies, the TEC is fitted
to the cross-correlation spectrum, and three parameters are estimated:

ϕ(ω) = τph ω0 + τgr (ω−ω0) + TEC
κ

ω
, (1)

where ω is the angular frequency of the cross-spectrum, ω is the reference frequency, and κ is a
scaling parameter. Estimating the 3rd parameter increases statistical uncertainty to 8 ps when the
lower frequency is 3.5 GHz and to 12 ps when the lower frequency is 12 GHz. SNR equal to 10
for calibrator observations is rather a lower limit: observing a source with flux density 3–4 mJy
for 40 seconds will result in SNR=10 at frequencies below 50 GHz at a given ngVLA baseline.
Typically, the calibrator sources are brighter, 10–50 mJy. Shortening the calibrator integration
time below 20 sec is not practical, since slewing time will take longer. Observation of a 20 mJy
calibrator for 20 s over 8 GHz bandwidth with 64 Gbps recording rate will result in SNR=35 and
formal uncertainty of group delay 1 ps, or 0.3 mm. Therefore, accuracy of group delays from
these observations will be limited by systematic errors, f.e. path delay in the atmosphere, with
measurement errors being negligible.

5.1 Simulation of ngVLA observations

First, we consider how accurately geodetic parameters can be estimated using regular astronom-
ical observations.

• We will analyze the ngVLA science cases as they are known to date and prepare a list of
observing modes. We will assess the expected share of observing time of every observing
mode. We will analyze the VLA and VLBA archives for the current use of this instrument
and make an educated guess how the share of the current observing modes will be changed
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in the future as a result of a change in priorities and as a result of new capabilities ngVLA
will offer to users.

• Then for each observing mode we will run a battery of trial schedules using the ngVLA
toolbox and scheduling software SCHED maintained by NRAO. We will vary experiment
duration, flux density of calibrator and target sources, their declinations, and observing
frequencies.

• These schedule files will be transformed to simulated database files in the format that VLBI
data analysis software Solve maintained by the Geodesy & Geophysics Laboratory sup-
ports. We will add correlated noise to the simulated observables. The covariance matrix
of noise is computed with including off-diagonal terms derived assuming Kolmogorov’s
atmosphere turbulence model according to rigorous approaches developed in Nilsson and
Haas (2010) and Pany et al. (2011).

Results of simulation runs, such as the Earth orientation parameters and site positions will
be stored for further analysis.

• A subset of the representative schedules will be passed through multiple ngVLA config-
urations in order to understand the benefits of including additional antennas beyond the
standard configuration.

• Based on the expected time share of each observing mode, we will generate time series of
expected results over ten years. The results will include pole coordinates, UT1, nutation
angle offsets, site positions. Using these time series and their full variance-covariance
matrices, we will compute station positions averaged over one day, one week, one month
and their uncertainties, as well as amplitudes of harmonic site position variations at seasonal
periods.

Simulated delays are and applied in a usual Solve solutions. We will be using the ap-
proaches similar to that used by the IVS (International VLBI Service for Geodesy and Astrome-
try) VLBI2010 Working Group that investigated tradeoffs in the performance of a future global
network of broadband antennas, specifically the precision of estimated geodetic parameters. The
VLBI2010 WG used the formalism of Treuhaft and Lanyi (1987) for accounting for random
turbulent fluctuation of wet troposphere refractivity, as wells as others turbulence models (e.g.,
Davis, 1992; Lanyi, 1998). Since a rigorous treatment of the atmospheric contribution is crucial
for getting realistic error estimates, we present here our approach in more detail.

The spatial statistics of differences in the wet tropospheric refractive index n at positions r
and r+R are described by a Kolmogorov structure function,

Dn(r,R) =< (n(r+R)−n(r))2 >= C2
n R2/3, (2)

where the brackets indicate a mean ensemble average and C2
n is a constant. The refractivity field is

assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic, where Dn depends only on |R|. The structure constant
Cn characterizes the “strength” or ”rockiness” of the spatial fluctuations.

Wet delay is the integral of the wet troposphere refractivity over the ray path toward a radio
source. This “slant” path delay can be expressed as the product of the zenith delay an elevation
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dependent mapping function m(ei). For each station in the ngVLA network, we will compute
a simulated series of equivalent wet zenith delays corresponding to each observation following
the method of Nilsson and Haas (2010). To do this, we compute the covariance matrix between
all of the scheduled observations. The covariance between equivalent wet zenith delays for each
pair of observations involves differences between the refractivities along the delay paths toward
the sources of the two observations. One can express these differences in the form of structure
functions between elements of refractivity along the two raypaths. If the above Kolmogorov
assumption is made, then these structure functions can be evaluated. We can then compute the
double integrations along the two observation paths numerically for all pairs of observations.
Once the covariance matrix C is generated, it can be decomposed with a Cholesky algorithm

C = AAT . (3)

Based on this covariance matrix, one can then derive a series of simulated wet zenith delays
driven by Gaussian random noise. A series of equivalent wet zenith delays at the observation
epochs can be generated as components of the vector

τ
z = τ

z
0 +Aw, (4)

where τ
z
0 is an a priori initial equivalent wet zenith delay and w is a vector of zero mean Gaus-

sian random numbers of unit variance. These simulated delays are correlated according to the
Kolmogorov fluctuation model. Simulated tropospheric delays in the source direction are then

τi = m(ei) τ
z
i . (5)

For each Monte Carlo realization of simulated delays, we will generate a new Gaussian ran-
dom noise vector with length equal to the number of session observations and computes the
resulting series of equivalent wet zenith delays. We will compute Cn from GNSS derived time
series of zenith wet path delays from nearby IGS sites following the approach of Nilsson and
Haas (2010) that was validated by Nilsson et al. (2014). Once the simulated delays are computed,
we will apply them in a Solve solution in which parameters of interest such as Earth orientation
parameters or station positions are estimated for many Monte Carlo repetitions. The parameter
estimates will be stored for further analysis. We will compute parameter precision, which is given
by the repeatability of the estimated parameters.

5.2 Evaluation of geodetic requirements for ngVLA

Among key science cases of ngVLA are indirect detection of exoplanets through astrometry (But-
ler and Matthews, 2018), measuring Galaxy dynamics and evolution through highly accurate as-
trometric measurements (Loinard and Reid, 2018), extragalactic proper motions: gravitational
waves and cosmology (Darling et al., 2018), and others (Reid et al., 2018; Patil et al., 2018; Ru-
jopakarn et al., 2018; Taylor and Simon, 2018; Lister et al., 2018; Kirkpatrick et al., 2018; Bower
et al., 2018). The use of precise astrometry with precision down to 10 µas sets strict requirements
on accuracy of site positions. One milliarcsecond at the Earth’s surface corresponds to 30 mm.
Therefore, 10 µas accuracy in source positions roughly requires a 0.3 mm level of accuracy in
site positions. Accounting for systematic errors is especially important: some applications can
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tolerate random errors significantly higher than 10 µas for an individual observing session, but
systematic bias at that level may be highly undesirable. In order to reach absolute astrometry with
such accuracy, site positions should be known with sub-millimeter accuracy. The contribution of
site positions errors to source position estimates derived using differential astrometry is diluted
by approximately the angular distance between the target and the calibrator. With a typical tar-
get/calibrator separation 2.5◦, position errors 7 mm will contribute to the error budget at a level
comparable with random measurement errors.

We will investigate in detail the contribution of site position errors to results of precise abso-
lute and differential astrometry. We will run a set of simulations using scenarios used for absolute
and differential astrometry in past VLBA observing campaigns. We will add random and sys-
tematic noise to station positions and investigate its impact on source position estimates. For
modeling systematic errors we will consider a) partly correlated noise with correlations expo-
nentially decaying with antenna separations; b) harmonic signal with partly coherent amplitudes.
The latter effect will account for the contribution of mismodeled mass loading and atmosphere
path delays that are partly correlated at scales up to several thousand kilometers (Petrov and Boy,
2004).

Although ngVLA project assumes that a GNSS receiver within one hundred meters of each
ngVLA antenna site will be installed, anticipated accuracy of local ties between GNSS receivers
and a radiotelescopes is expected at a level of 1–2 cm (Combrinck and Merry, 1997; Ray and
Altamimi, 2005; Abbondanza et al., 2009; Ning et al., 2015; Glaser et al., 2019), which is insuffi-
cient to meet requirements not only for absolute astrometry but for differential astrometry as well.
Therefore, we will consider a program of dedicated VLBI observations to improve site positions.
We will generate a set of simulated geodetic schedules using the geodetic scheduling software
package sked. We will add the correlated noise generated by the method described in the previ-
ous subsection to right hand sides of simulated observational equations and estimate parameters
using the VLBI analysis package Solve. We will generate a set of schedules of 6, 12, and 24 hour
long for observations that will run every day within one year and estimate accuracy of positions
averaged over 1 day, 7 days, one month, and one year, as well as amplitudes of harmonic site
position variations. We will consider including all available VGOS stations in these simulations.
Then we will decimate the observing schedules keeping one experiment per a given time interval,
for instance, one per month, or six time a year, and evaluate degradation of accuracy.

Then we repeat this decimation test by combining simulation results of dedicated geodetic
VLBI observations at the ngVLA network and regular astronomical observations. The purpose
of these simulations is twofold:

1. to answer the question how often dedicated geodetic VLBI observations at the ngVLA
should be performed to support a) differential astrometry and b) absolute astrometry and
what should be a duration of such experiments;

2. to assess the impact of these observations for improvement of the global terrestrial coor-
dinate system and assess what kind of benefits these new observations will bring to the
geodetic community. We will run TRF-style global solutions with including simulated
ngVLA dedicated observations into the dataset and evaluate changes in stability of the ref-
erence frame, stability of the scale factor, robustness of the global solution to mismodeled
episodic site motions due to including 76 outer ngVLA sites.
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5.3 Evaluation of requirements for ngVLA stations to provide high quality geodetic results

We will be investigating the requirements for ngVLA stations to provide high quality geodetic
results. In particular,

• Each ngVLA site will have a GNSS receiver. The primary purpose of the installing GNSS
receivers is to provide estimates of zenith path delay and be incorporated in computation of
the TEC for reduction of astronomical observations. We will evaluate whether any changes
in design are desirable and estimate associated costs to ensure these receivers will be com-
pliant with IGS guidelines.

• We will investigate feasibility of making VLBI-GNSS ties. That work includes recommen-
dations for location of pillars for local surveys and placements of retro-reflectors on the
antennas to conduct surveys.

• We will investigate requirements for VLBI system to ensure geodetic quality of results.
That includes cable calibrations and phase calibrations. We will re-analyze a number of
wide-band VGOS experiments with and without phase and cable calibration to evaluate an
impact of omission of cable and phase calibration on group delay, and on estimates of site
positions and the Earth orientation parameters.

6 Anticipated scientific value of ngVLA geodetic results
Geometrically, ngVLA can be considered as an extension of the VLBA array in the context of
space geodesy. The main differences relevant to space geodesy are:

1. ngVLA adds additional stations with baselines 50–500 km near the outmost VLBA sites
MK-VLBA, SC-VLBA, HN-VLBA, BR-VLBA;

2. Among ngVLA sites, there will be antennas within 1000 meters of VGOS stations
KOKEE12M and WESTWORD and within 10 km of the new VGOS station MCDONALD;

3. ngVLA densifies the network in the vicinity of the VLBA inner core;

4. all ngVLA sites have a collocated GPS receiver within a hundred meters;

5. all ngVLA sites will have a waver vapor radiometer (WVR).

• As we showed in Petrov et al. (2009), VLBA geodetic results are excellent: baseline length
repeatability is on a par with the repeatability derived from observations at dedicated geode-
tic networks. Accuracy of the Earth orientation parameters derived from analysis of VLBA
data was only 10–15% lower than accuracy from data analysis of the dedicated IVS global
network R1.

Since two ngVLA sites are collocated with VGOS stations, this will enable us to use very
precise phase delay observables that usually provide sub-millimeter repeatability in a base-
line between stations within several kilometers. The ngVLA is frequency compatible with
the VGOS network that at the moment has 6 operating stations and will have 25 stations by
2028, when ngVLA is expected to have first light. Therefore, VGOS+ngVLA observations
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Figure 2: Front view of the General Dynamics mission systems 18m reference design
antenna whose network we wish to exploit for space geodesy as a complement to the
global VGOS network.

will easily align ngVLA stations to the ITRF. Therefore, all geodetic results achieved at the
VLBA are expected to be achieved at ngVLA as well. We will investigate through simula-
tions of regular and dedicated ngVLA observations how many observations are needed to
reach ngVLA position accuracy at a level of 5, 3, and 1 mm.

But we anticipate ngVLA will provide space geodesy results well beyond that have been
obtained with VLBA. Each ngVLA site that is equivalent to VLBA sites will have several
antennas within 1000 m of each other. We will be in a position to exploit such geometry
for distinguishing local site motion from global. Petrov et al. (2001, 2009) reported a tilt
of the azimuthal axis that is changing with time for several stations, namely PIETOWN and
CRIMEA. Analysis of observations with historic VLBI site HRAS 085, within 300 m of
FD-VLBA antenna revealed a pattern of peculiar motion that was not fully understood. It
was attributed to local motion or possibly to some antenna pointing error. Plots of the HRAS

085 baseline length vector time series in Ryan et al. (1993) indicate that the magnitude of
this motion was as large 40–50 mm.
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A cluster of 2–4 stations with relative positions known with sub-mm accuracy via phase
delay VLBI, will allows us to isolate a station with a peculiar motion that is not caused by
mass loading or other large-scale geophysical process and therefore, improve robustness of
the TRF.

A part of the ngVLA at the third level of the hierarchy with 74 antennas at distances 1.3–
73 km (Figure 1 part 3) provides an exciting opportunity to study differential atmospheric
path delay at these scales. Although resolving phase delay ambiguities at distance 73 km
may not work, we are confident that we can resolve phase delay ambiguities at baselines
1–3 km at frequencies below 20 GHz – we were always successful in the past. Phase
delays can be measured with sub-millimeter precision. Such observations provided sub-
millimeter baseline length repeatabilities (Petrov, 1999). Therefore, observations at this
sub-network will allow us to monitor relative motions of these antennas with sub-millimeter
accuracies. We do not know what will be the outcome of such monitoring. We surmise
three possibilities: 1) no statistically significant motion, i.e. we will find that the sub-array
of 74 antenna is stable; 2) incoherent noise-like motion, i.e. we will find the sub-array is
unstable; 3) a pattern of coherent motion of the sub-array. The latter two cases will require
a research for understanding what is their cause.

• Observations at that array will also allow us to study in detail effects of atmosphere tur-
bulence on path delay at scales 1–73 km. Using VLBI observations of different sources
at the inner subarray, we will determine differential path delay at 74× (74− 1)/2 = 2701
baselines. Using these data, we will be in a position to perform tomography of the refrac-
tivity coefficients over the subarray area and estimate corrections to a priori refractivity in
volume elements (voxels). This will help us to improve geodetic results at this subarray
by better modeling the contribution of the neutral atmosphere to path delay, and a study of
4D tomography will allow us to investigate statistical properties of refractivity fluctuations
that may help us to improve modeling atmospheric path delay in general by incorporating
advanced stochastic mode in the parameter estimation procedure.

We will run a simulation with the 4D refractivity field taken from NASA GMAO Nature
Run model with 7 km and higher resolutions (Putman, 2015). We will use the contribution
to path delay computed by integration of the original refractivity field from that model for
computation of right hand sides of the simulation. For data reduction of simulated data,
we will use the same refractivity field but heavily smoothed that will remove most of the
high-resolution features. We will estimate residual path delays at voxels and compare these
estimates with the path delays computed from known refractivity field of the NASA GMAO
Nature Run model. We will vary the size of voxels and investigated what kind of features
of 4D refractivity field can be recovered. We should note that a part of this research for
handling NASA GMAO Nature Run output and computation of path delay from that model
is already funded by the on-going 18-ESI18-0057 project “Development of the Optimal
Strategy for Scheduling Geodetic VLBI Observations” (PI: Leonid Petrov). Will just use
results of this work.

• VLBI and GNSS observations at a dense inner ngVLA subarray will be useful for com-
parison with InSAR results. We will evaluate how often ngVLA can observe astronomical
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experiments in a mode suitable for space geodesy during flyby time of current and future
InSAR missions, such as NISAR (Hoffman et al., 2016) and what will be accuracy of such
concurrent observations. Baseline lengths in the inner subarray determined using phase
delay data can be considered as the ground truth for InSAR. We will evaluate accuracy of
such ngVLA observations by running simulations.

• Forty six new ngVLA antennas that form the second level of the ngVLA hierarchy, spread
over TX, AZ, NM, and northern Mexico (Figure 1, part 2) at distances 36–1000 km pro-
vide a substantial densification of the existing VLBI network. We anticipate that including
these stations located at the tectonically stable part of the United States into a global TRF
solution will improve its robustness. The level of improvement will be assessed by running
a simulation in a similar way as we did it in the past for evaluation of the VGOS network
(MacMillan et al., 2016).

Data analysis of 46 collocated VLBI/GNSS sites within distances 36–1000 km will allow
us to assess a level of systematic errors of GNSS and VLBI. Geophysical signal, such as
loading or crustal deformation caused by water pumping is supposed to be common at col-
located GNSS and VLBI networks. However, errors caused by modeling the atmosphere
path delay and instrumental effects are supposed to be at large uncorrelated between sta-
tions. The differences in position time series of 46 stations will provide us a substantial
new material for useful statistics. In our simulations we will assess the formal uncertainties
of VLBI station positions. This will allow is to judge of what level of magnitude of sta-
tistically significant differences in VLBI and GNSS site positions ngVLA observations can
provide us.

7 Relevance to the program elements
The ESI program under section 2.2 Solid-Earth Observational Strategies

“. . . welcomes . . . modeling, and analysis efforts that explore the tradeoffs be-
tween different data collection strategies, and the viability of those schemes for
capturing specific solid-Earth processes of interest.”

We address this solicitation by proposing to explore the feasibility of using ngVLA for space
geodesy by exploring the tradeoffs between processing regular astronomical observations and
dedicated geodetic VLBI observations for improvement of the terrestrial reference frame, den-
sification of the EOP series, capturing crustal deformation, and inter-comparison of VLBI and
GNSS results at new numerous collocated sites. The ESI program solicitation lays out the strat-
egy:

“Proposals to conduct Observing System Simulation Experiments (OSSE) that
consider real and simulated observations and errors associated with solid-Earth
science questions, . . . are also encouraged. Such studies may address the
development of future remote-sensing and geodetic observational systems . . . ”

We address this solicitation by proposing to run extended simulations for exploring the feasi-
bility of using the future network of GNSS sensors and VLBI antennas as a geodetic observational
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system. The outcome of the proposed research will provide us realistic estimates of site position
and EOP errors at different time scales scales in order to provide a quantitative measure of the
performance of the network that is developed for goals different from Earth sciences.

The National Academy of Sciences (NAS) Decadal Survey, “Thriving on Our Changing
Planet: A Decadal Strategy for Earth Observation from Space (2018)” warns in pages 179–180:

“Reference systems that enable quality observations are often forgotten or ne-
glected during observing system development, as they generally play more of
a supporting role to those missions built primarily to observe geophysical vari-
ables. . . . A substantial amount of science reliant on the ITRF is at risk if the
ITRF is not properly maintained and advanced.”

and our proposal is a direct response to this concern. We propose to provide a quantitative
assessment of the ability of the ngVLA mission built primarily to observe astrophysical variables
to provide maintenance and advancement of the International Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF),
as well as to contribute to Earth sciences. We hope that results of such a study will help us to
raise awareness and prevent neglecting these issues during ngVLA development.

8 Previous work and risk assessment
PI L. Petrov has processed virtually all VLBI experiments usable for geodesy and absolute as-
trometry, including those originally scheduled as astronomy campaigns (Petrov, 2011, 2013;
Petrov et al., 2012; Petrov and Taylor, 2011). Successful use of non-geodetic VLBI observa-
tions for geodesy gives us confidence that we will be able to overcome challenges in processing
simulated ngVLA experiments.

Co-I D. MacMillan was a member of the IVS VLBI2010 Working Group that investigated
the performance of a future global network of broadband VGOS antennas (MacMillan et al.,
2016). We will be using the methods developed by the Working Group. D. MacMillan main-
tains software for simulation of VLBI networks, and we will adapt it software for simulation of
the ngVLA network rather than develop new from scratch. We have validated the simulation
modeling by comparing the precision of parameters estimated from observed data versus from
simulated data (MacMillan, 2017). As an example, we consider a VLBI CONT11 observing
campaign that consisted of a series of fifteen 24-hour continuously observed sessions in Septem-
ber 2011. We compared the observed versus the simulated baseline length repeatabilities and got
the differences within 5%. Similarly, there was a reasonable agreement (10–25%) between simu-
lated and observed EOP (polar motion and length of day) precision. The observed precision was
based on the weighted root mean square (wrms) difference between VLBI and GNSS estimates
and simulated precision is defined as the repeatability of EOP estimates from the Monte-Carlo
simulation.

Figure 3 shows the results of a comparison of observed versus simulated baseline length
repeatabilities from the CONT11 campaign. The mean ratio of simulated to observed wrms
repeatability was 0.97 and the standard deviation of this ratio was 0.32. We stress the importance
of the fact that the simulated results are close the observed. The uncertainties from our simulations
are a realistic measure of precision as opposed to simply the formal uncertainties based only on
observation delay uncertainties.

Co-I G. Taylor, the director of the Long Wave Array (LWA) performed extensive simulations
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Figure 3: Wrms baseline length repeatabilities from the simulated (open squares) and ob-
served (Blue diamonds) 15-day CONT11 campaign. The validity of simulation method-
ology is confirmed by the close agreement we show here between the simulated and
observed results of this campaign.

of this facility for typical astronomical observing campaigns. Gregory Taylor has attended many
of the ngVLA planning workshops and conferences.

Collaborator J. Long has over 40 years of experience in geodesy, including design of VGOS
sites, performing local surveys for determination of tie vectors between techniques and processing
GNSS data.

9 Deliverables and Outcomes
The main deliverable of the project will be a peer reviewed paper with results of the simulation
for both regular astronomical and dedicated geodetic VLBI experiments. We also plan to write
a NASA Technical Memorandum and provide other details of simulations that are beyond the
scope of a publication in a refereed journal. We will make publicly available developed new tools
or adaptations of existing tools.

The major outcome of the proposed research will be a quantitative assessment of the usabil-
ity of ngVLA for space geodesy under both regular astronomy and dedicated geodesy programs.
Such an assessment will facilitate decision making.

10 Management plan and milestones
The chart below shows the schedule for implementing the tasks. The schedule is arranged to give
an approximately uniform deployment of effort for the team.

The Principal Investigator, Leonid Petrov, civil servant in Geodesy & Geophysics Laboratory
at NASA GSFC will manage the project. He will coordinate the efforts of the team. Leonid
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Table 1: Schedule chart

Activity name PY1 Q1 PY1 Q2 PY1 Q3 PY1 Q4

Simulating ngVLA science program •

Generating simulation schedule files • •

Running geodetic simulation • •

Writing papers and reports •

Petrov will run simulation schedules of dedicated geodetic observations at the ngVLA. He will
process results of simulation runs, analyze the results of individual runs, and systematize them.

Greg Taylor (co-I, University of New Mexico (UNM)) will oversee the efforts at UNM, over-
see the development of observing modes, and coordinate with NRAO and NASA GSFC.

Jayce Dowell (support, University of New Mexico) will assist with the installation of the
NRAO ngVLA tools, its configuration, deployment, and their use for simulation of the data
through realistic astronomical schedules.

A graduate student at UNM will assist with (1) evaluation of the standard astronomical observ-
ing modes expected for the ngVLA; (2) creation of realistic astronomical observing schedules;
(3) generating simulated data sets from various configurations.

Daniel MacMillan (co-I, NVI Inc.) will convert simulation schedule files in the form suitable
for geodetic analysis, run parameter estimation of simulated datasets using NASA geodetic VLBI
software, and adapt Solve for analysis ngVLA simulations when needed.

Anthony Beasley (co-I, NRAO) will be the ngVLA liaison, providing the input of the planned
ngVLA observing program, evaluate the share of individual program elements, and review the
additional requirements for ngVLA sites to provide high quality space geodesy results.

James Long (collaborator, NASA GSFC) will consult the PI on issues related to GNSS an-
tennas, on measurements of local ties between VLBI and GNSS antennas, and on site design that
meets the goals of space geodesy based on his experience for design of VGOS sites.

All team members will contribute to writing the refereed paper and reports.

10.1 Data sharing plan

The major results of this project will be accessible in publications. We will make publicly avail-
able in a form of machine-readable tables as a supplementary material of publications the follow-
ing information

• Source code of simulation tools that we use beyond those that are already publicly available;

• Uncertainties of site positions for each observing mode of ngVLA from a given simulation;

• Uncertainties of site positions for each observing mode averaged over 1 day, 7 days, 1
month, and 1 year;

• Uncertainties of site velocities, amplitude of seasonal harmonic variations and in the Earth
orientation parameters.
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Current and pending support of PI, Leonid Petrov

Current and pending support of co-I Daniel MacMillan

None
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15 Budget Justification (narrative) including facilities and equipment

15.1 NASA GSFC budget justification
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15.2 NASA GSFC budet details
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15.3 University of New Mexico budget justification
A part of the cost is subawarded to the University of New Mexico, because the Co-I, professor
Greg Taylor and his team are uniquely qualified for the proposed work. They have important
prior experience of a similar work.

Per ROSES solicitation instructions, all labor dollars are redacted from budgets in Proposal
Documents.
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15.4 University of New Mexico budget details
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15.5 National Radio Astronomical Observatory funding
No funds are requested for National Radio Astronomical Observatory. Work of co-I Anthony
Beasley on the project is funded by his institution.
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